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The RE-THINK / RE-ACT project focuses on the inclusion of Secondary Education
students with difficulties in adaptation and/or behavior in the classroom due to poor

training in soft skills, which currently represents a real challenge 
for educational systems. 

These students often do not receive the appropriate educational response they need,
either because they do not have the necessary resources for it or because they are
unaware of their personal situation, which can lead to them being excluded from

their group, classroom and from their education center, 
and may even lead to early school leaving.

In honor of the european Erasmus
Days, our partners from Spain and
Portugal created a video, explaining
what our project is about, why it is so
important and what the Outputs of the
project will be.

Curious? Click to watch! 
Read more about the project progress
on the next page.

#ERASMUSDAYS2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heyEdhXbFWM
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Educational centers find it difficult to
detect shortcomings in meeting the needs
of students, and limitations in their
improvement strategies. Therefore, RFS is
an ideal digital tool based on extensive
analysis thanks to the capacity of
collaborating partners, which will provide
information to establish areas of self-
diagnosis and lines of work for 
educational management teams 
and managers.

Finland is responsible for creating this
output. The creation of the content for 
RFS is in progress - soon to be finished,
including translations in all partner
languages. The platform will be 
created by the cypriot Partner.

The TOGETHER app (2Gapp) supports
the ecosystem of RT/RA results. It is the
necessary piece for all the plans, training
and resources of an educational
organization to have the desired effect.
Through this app it will be possible to
follow the progress of the students in
real time and alerts will be established for
the personalized and synchronized
attention of said students.

Our new project website has been created.
Follow us on our social media channels to stay
updated with our project progress and to learn

more about soft skills.

This is a free and open training platform
for educational agents, and is an essential
part of the RT/RA ecosystem. Its
contents can be used both formally and
independently by teachers interested in
SOFT SKILLS. 
Thanks to the RE-ACT Webspace (RAW)
we will start an UPSKILLING process,
training educational agents in aspects in
which they have not been traditionally
trained.

Lead organisation is Cyprus for producing
this output. The development of the
materials in cooperation with all 
partners is in progress and going 
according to plan.

Lead organisation is Spain.

Lead organisation is Cyprus.

TOGETHER APP

RE-ACT WEBSPACE YOUDO
YOUDO is a digital resource with gamified
interactive materials with a socializing
component that facilitates self-knowledge
by reinforcing skills related to emotional
intelligence. Thanks to the game and
overcoming challenges, the YOUDO user
reflects and re-learns skills to face daily
situations in which creativity, resilience,
digital skills and other soft skills necessary
for more meaningful and effective learning
are required.

PROJECT OUTPUTS

Rethinking for Schools

https://rethinkreact.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeHOUXJyCaEzDnZx3eJWFLQ
https://www.facebook.com/projectrethinkreact/
https://www.instagram.com/rethinkreact_/?hl=es

